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0 - Shad my Dragon

Shade the Dragon of Shadows: [br]
PERSONALITY:[br]
Shade is a complete opposite of her element, she is a tomboy[br]
and acts retarded for fun.She actually is very cunning and [br]
has a I.Q over 200.[br]
HIDDEN POWERS:[br]
Shade is a character that has a special power, but it's not a good guy power, she has THE Shadow
Dragon sealed into her soul, even though she has a huge amount of power sealed in her, she NEVER
uses it. If she uses it, it might overwhelm her good energy and turn her evil.[br]
HIDDEN POWER'S EFFECTS ON BODY:[br]
If it does overwhelm her, her eyes will become blood red,[br]
her bangs will have a red streak through them, and her strength will increase VERY much.[br]
EFFECTS ON MIND: [br]
The effects on her mind is more like having her brainwashed,[br]
her personality can completely change into even a new villianess.[br]
SIGNATURE ATTACKS:[br]
Shadow Bomb: Her strongest attack, she forms a sphere made out of dark energy and then throws it
and it explodes upon impact.[br]
Darkness Impact, Shadow! : it's her standart attack, she does a high speed tackle powered by her
element at a unlucky apponent.[br]
ORIGIONS OF HER POWER:[br]
Shade got the Shadow Dragon when she was training with her former master, they were attempting to
destroy the OLD former Shadow Dragon as a test of their abilities, they almost beat him until his young
HYBRID, stronger, Dragonling[br]
came and then it took over Shade, after a while, Shade managed to surpress it while her master
conducted a spell to take it out, but instead he messed up and ended up sealing the monster into her.
The Shadow Dragon got stronger because of it's hate and lust for power, thats why it's WAY more
powerful now.[br]
ELEMENTAL SHEN GONG WU:[br]
The NightLance: a Lance with the power of Shadows.[br]
The Shroud of Shadows: a- you know it.[br]
[br]
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Shade the Dragon of Shadows:
PERSONALITY:
Shade is a complete opposite of her element, she is a tomboy
and acts retarded for fun.She actually is very cunning and
has a I.Q over 200.
HIDDEN POWERS:
Shade is a character that has a special power, but it's not a good guy power, she has THE Shadow
Dragon sealed into her soul, even though she has a huge amount of power sealed in her, she NEVER
uses it. If she uses it, it might overwhelm her good energy and turn her evil.
HIDDEN POWER'S EFFECTS ON BODY:
If it does overwhelm her, her eyes will become blood red,
her bangs will have a red streak through them, and her strength will increase VERY much.
EFFECTS ON MIND:
The effects on her mind is more like having her brainwashed,
her personality can completely change into even a new villianess.
SIGNATURE ATTACKS:
Shadow Bomb: Her strongest attack, she forms a sphere made out of dark energy and then throws it
and it explodes upon impact.
Darkness Impact, Shadow! : it's her standart attack, she does a high speed tackle powered by her
element at a unlucky apponent.
ORIGIONS OF HER POWER:
Shade got the Shadow Dragon whe she was born, her dad wanted more power, so he made a deal with
the KING of shadows.Her dad tricked the beast and sealed him into his own daughter, sort of like how
Chase got Hannibal Bean into the yin yan world.
ELEMENTAL SHEN GONG WU:
The NightLance: a Lance with the power of Shadows.
The Shroud of Shadows: a- you know it.
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